WITNESS: Hans Frank  

DATE: 6 September 1945

BY: Lt Col Hinkel  

PLACE: Nurnberg.

NAME HEAD NGS: Hans Frank; Hitler; Himmler; Bormann; Goebbels; Goering; Ley; Ribbentrop.

INDEX HEADINGS: Forced Labor

Witness's points of disagreement with Hitler: nullification of Reichstag (2); dissolution of Reichsrat and presidency (3); permitting development of SS as a state within the Reich (3-4); violation of the Concordat (4-5); family responsibility (5). Everything was done to make Hitler powerful (5-6). Discussion of Hitler's inner circle: Himmler, Bormann, Goebbels, Goering, Ley, Ribbentrop (6-7). Account of witness's nomination as Governor General of Cracow (9-11). Witness admits that upon his appointment as Governor he issued a decree regarding forced labor for Polish Jews (12-15). Various anti-Jewish statements and acts of witness, including a decree legalizing ghettos (16-26; 29-32). Witness believed that Jews should be made to leave Germany, and he approved laws discriminating against them (17-18).